To,
Hon'ble President of India

Date: 08-12-2014

Rashtrapati Bhawan
New Delhi-110001
Subject: Misuse of Power by Sh. S.C.L. Das, Pr. Secy. Health, Govt of NCT of Delhi in
Transfer Postings of Doctors
Respected Sir,
I have sent 2 E-mails previously regarding misconduct of Sh. S.C.L. Das, Pr.
Secretary Health, Govt. of NCT of Delhi with subjects as 1. Harassment of Whistle Blower by Secy. Health, Mr. S.C.L. Das, Govt. of NCT of
Delhi dated 31-08-2014
2. Attempt of Sh. S.CL. Das, Pr. secy. health, Govt of NCT of Delhi to protect Corrupt
Doctors of Aruna Asaf Ali Govt. Hospital, Delhi-54 dated 07-11-2014
No concrete action has been taken by any of the authority of India till date
except few communications against my above said two complaints. Now, no enquiry and
no action is making my beliefs strong that Sh S.C.L. Das is most powerful and influential
authority in India as stated in previous complaint and it become very difficult for other
higher authorities to do enquiry against Sh S.C.L. Das.
But I have full faith in our constitution and Law of India and considering my moral
duty to raise voice against corruption, I will continue the disclosures of irregularities and
corruption of H & FW Deptt., Govt of NCT of Delhi. I also believe that one day Govt of
India definitely take necessary action against all the culprits of corruption.
On the other hand, No enquiry and no action is increasing courage of Sh. S.C.L. Das.
Earlier he kicked out all the vigilance procedures, rules & law in previously quoted
corruption cases, protecting corrupt doctors and now the stage come when Sh. S.C.L. Das
has started kicking out his own orders and guidelines. He is setting an example for the
country that no one can dare to stop his corrupt activity in India. This is done in Transfer
Postings of Doctors/nurses/pharmacists and other employees of the hospitals.
Sh. S.C.L. Das is the competent authority for Transfer postings of Doctors of Delhi
Govt. Hospitals. All transfers and cancellation of transfers of Doctors of various posts are
done after final approval of Pr. Secretary Health, Sh. S.C.L. Das. Since many years, H & FW
Deptt

publish

all

the

transfer

postings

on

their

website

http://health.delhigovt.nic.in/mis/frmlogin.aspx in view of transparency. Recently following
activities are held in H & FW Deptt and Sh. S.C.L. Das has again misuses his power:
1. OSD

(H

&

FW)

had

issued

an

order

no.

F.

(3)/osdpshfw/2011/MIS_Review/HFW/443-49 DATED 20-05-2014 with prior
approval of Secretary (H&FW) regarding Transfers that “ All orders of transfer of
Doctors, Nurses, Technicians, Para-medical staff and all other personnel shall be
done only through MIS, by the concerned section/officer. Such transfers which
are done manually will henceforth be treated as inoperative and only MIS
generated transfer orders shall be treated as valid.
This is for strict compliance by all sections/institutions under Health & Family
Welfare Department.
This issues with prior approval of Secretary (HFW)” (COPY ENCLOSED). This
order was circulated through E-mail to all Delhi Govt. Hospitals/Dispensaries/Institutions,
etc. on 20-05-2014 and also underlined the word “only through MIS”.
2. Sh S.C.L. Das has approved Transfer Policy on 22-08-2014 and circulated to all
Delhi Govt Hospitals.
3. H & FW Deptt has posted new Medical Officers and Specialist recruited
through UPSC recently in the month of September 2014 in different hospitals of
Delhi.
In contrary to follow the transfer policy, Sh. S.C.L. Das has kicked the Transfer
policy and adopted pick & choose policy in transfer of Hospital/dispensary employees. He
also start kicking out his own orders as and when required for unknown reasons through
following methods:
1. Sh. S.C.L. Das transferred one doctor from AAAGH to DHAS through order
no.F.70/57/03/H&FW/PF-III/10462-67 dated 25-09-2014 without publishing
transfer order on the website (COPY ENCLOSED). As per the order DATED 2005-2014 of H & FW Deptt., this order must be INOPERATIVE. The word “only
through MIS” is underlined to highlight the order, then --•

Why this transfer order is not published on the website?

•

How this transfer stands valid?

•

Why backdoor transfer order was passed and enforced?

2. Sh. S.C.L. Das transferred 19 newly recruited doctors through UPSC in
September 2014 through order no. F.70.43.2014/H&FW/part-file/12356-80 dated
07-11-2014 without publishing transfer order on the website (COPY
ENCLOSED).
•

Why this transfer order is not published on the website?

•

Under which rule of transfer policy, he ordered transfers of newly recruited
doctors?

•

Why backdoor transfer order was passed?

•

What was the public interest or administrative issue involved in these bulk
transfers?

3. Website http://health.delhigovt.nic.in/mis/frmlogin.aspx of H & FW Deptt is self
explanatory that transfers are done through stand relieve orders and declared
canceled on the same day or next day or after few days due to the reasons well
known to Sh. S.C.L. Das. Uncounted cases can be seen on Delhi Govt Website
regarding cancellation of Transfer Orders. If there was no need of transfer of doctor
then why he transferred and then why again canceled the transfer immediately?
4. Earlier, Sh. S.C.L. Das has done transfer of Whistle Blower as he came to know
through corrupt doctors (who disclosed the identity of Whistle blower by opening the
confidential letter issued from CVC) of Aruna Asaf Ali Govt. Hospital. He passed
order of transfer especially when MODEL CODE OF CONDUCT was enforced in
Delhi in view of Assembly Elections on 04-12-2013.
Above acts of Sh. S.C.L. Das are definitely raising following questions:
1. What special criteria Sh S.C.L. Das used/s in transfer of doctors?
2. How Sh. S.C.L. Das choose a particular doctor/employee for transfer?
3. If transfer of doctor/employees was/is done due to any administrative reason OR in
public interest then Why Sh. S.C.L. Das canceled the same transfer on same day or
next day or after few days? Are these transfers get canceled after greasing the
hands?
4. What emergency condition or public interest arises to handle for Mr. S.C.L. Das
that he was bounded to
Transfer policy?

transfer newly recruited doctors and ignored the

5. If any emergency condition or public interest arises to handle for Mr. S.C.L. Das
then Why he has not transferred the senior GDMOs or Specialists who are working
in a hospital since their first appointment and they have not seen even a single
transfer in their service life of 10-15 years and more?
6. Why Sh. S.C.L. Das has considered bulk transfer of newly appointed doctors?
7. Why Mr. S.C.L. Das has not published these transfers on website? Is it to hide any
corrupt activity in these transfers?
8. Why Mr. S.C.L. Das is not interested in increasing transparency in H & FW Deptt?
9. Why transfer not yet been carried out as per provision of transfer policy?
10. Why he has framed transfer policy, if not interested to follow transfer policy?
11. Is the circular dated 20-05-14 issued by OSD (HFW) was an eye wash for the
employees of Delhi Govt employees or tried to deceive the employees as well as the
Govt. System?
12. Why Mr. S.C.L. Das can not adhere to his own decisions?
Therefore, the whole scenario regarding Transfer policy is clearly directing towards
the corrupt activity of Sh. S.C.L. Das and directing that he don't want to eliminate corruption
and not interested in following any rules & regulations and LAW IS DWARF IN FRONT OF
HIM.
At present, 2 FIRs are lodged AND 2 FIRs are pending in Civil Lines Police station,
Delhi against corrupt doctors of AAAGH. Main corruption case (enquired by 5 committee
members & report submitted to Hon'ble Lt Governor on 08-05-2014) is pending for action in
Anti-Corruption Branch since 23-07-2014 (against which Sh. S.C.L. Das formulated 4
committee members for enquiry on 03-11-2014). Sh S.C.L. Das has swear that he will not
take any disciplinary action from his own against any alleged person of corruption and
therefore he has not issued even a single memo or done disciplinary proceedings against
any corrupt doctor of AAAGH till date.
Now, my wording are come true which I mentioned in my previous e-mails and today
I can boldly say that my allegations imposed on Sh. S.C.L. Das are true and proved that:
1. Sh. S.C.L. Das is promoting corruption in H & FW Deptt.
2. No effort shown by Sh. S.C.L. Das to Fight against Corruption.
3. Stand Relieve Transfer Order has no meaning for Sh. S.C.L. Das. Therefore, he
managed his own stand relieve transfer order twice to Andman and doing illegal

transfers of hospital employees in his own department.
4. Sh. S.CL. Das, Pr. secy. health, Govt of NCT of Delhi attempted to protect Corrupt
Doctors of AAAGH through forming 4 junior member committee to enquire the
same case in which Chief Secretary, Delhi ordered for D/P in ACB.
I humbly request you sir to please take necessary action against Delinquent officers involved
in deeply rooted corruption of H & FW Deptt, Govt. of NCT of Delhi. I eagerly waiting for
your kind reply.
With regards
Your's Sincerely
Date: 08-12-2014
Dr. Avinash Kumar
B-3/4E, Gasta Complex
Paschim Vihar, New Delhi-110063
Mobile: 9560593045
Email: aaaghdr@gmail.com
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Hon'ble Prime Minister of India
Central Vigilance Commission, and other investigation agencies, Delhi
National Human Right Commission, Delhi
Hon'ble Lt. Governor of Delhi
Central Govt ministers/ officers/ officials.
Chief Secretary, Delhi and Delhi Govt. Officers/Officials / others.
Media Personnel

